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Empire earth patch is a free mod that replaces the
EMPIRE earth terrain class with an updated version of
the original legacy patch. Empire earth patch was first
released on the game changer page as a direct response
to the texture pack world patch that was uploaded in
game. We are sharing empire earth patch with you here
because it was requested by more than one user here on
the site and also we think that it is the best response to
the legacy world texture pack. Empire earth patch
1.0.20 was developed over the last days by DCWolf and
based on the same code base as the world patch. We
spent a couple of days testing empire earth patch on our
private server and also the source code was fully
documented so you can follow it and customize it. This
mod was named Empire earth patch in order to
distinguish it from the original world patch which was
released a while ago and was based on the original
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legacy patch. This mod can be installed manually but if
you want to speed up the installation process you can
use our archive and just extract the files from there.
Empire earth patch should work fine with the original
legacy patch version, and the only thing you should be
careful of is that all the vanilla objects created with the
legacy patch have no corresponding objects with the
empire earth patch, but if you remove the objects from
the legacy patch and use empire earth patch you will
have all the objects which are used by this mod.
Installation Instructions on how to install empire earth
patch can be found on the game changer page. F.A.Q.
Empire earth patch doesn’t have any internal
dependencies, if your game won’t start after installing
this mod, you will need to install the required mods
first. Empire earth patch is compatible with all the
mods from the destiny 2 forge, if it won’t work for you,
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make sure that it’s compatible with your mod. Empire
earth patch updates the default vanilla environment but
doesn’t replace it, if you want to get rid of the current
vanilla environment and replace it with a different one,
you can use the world patch from the world mod
bundle. Empire earth patch works only with the destiny
2 forge which has been released since the development
of this mod and it doesn’t work with legacy forge mods.
Empire earth patch is designed to modify some specific
features and it
1 Jul 2011 - I have EE gold edition, which I bought
from GOG without AoC installed on my system. I
installed the omega patch 1.4 from some website and I
can't ... AO - FAQ Aion 6 Mar 2013 - The AoC patch
is available for all players who bought the game from
the GOG... The Aion Community Patch 1.07 has been
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placed on the official Aion... Aion - Official Aion Site
2 Feb 2012 - Aion is now available on the GOG.com
community site! Visit GOG.com today to enjoy the
Aion game free of charge. To subscribe to this release,
download the Aion game ... Aion - Forums - The GOG
Forums 13 Nov 2012 - Aion - Aion is currently in the
GOG.com forums! Welcome to the GOG Forums. ...
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